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What movie should I see?

The Internet Movie Database (IMDb) 
provides information about actors, 
films, television shows, television 
stars, video games and production 
crew personnel.
Owned by Amazon.com since 1998, 
as of June 21, 2006 IMDb featured 
796,328 titles and 2,127,371 people. 
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What travel should I do ?

� I would like to escape from this ugly an tedious work life and 

relax for two weeks in a sunny place.  I am fed up with these 

crowded and noisy places … just the sand and the sea … and 

some “adventure”.

� I would like to bring my wife and my children on a holiday … it 

should not be to expensive.  I prefer mountainous places… not 

to far from home.  Children parks, easy paths and good cuisine 

are a must.

� I want to experience the contact with a completely different 

culture.  I would like to be fascinated by the people and learn 

to look at my life in a totally different way.
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What book should I buy?
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What news should I read?
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What paper should I read ?
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The Problem
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A Solution

???????
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Information Overload

� Internet = information overload, i.e., the state of having 
too much information to make a decision or remain informed 
about a topic

� Information retrieval technologies can assist a user to locate
content if the user knows exactly what he is looking for (with 
some difficulties!)

– The user must be able to say “yes this is what I need”
when presented with the right result

� But in many information search task, e.g., product selection, 
the user is 

– not aware of the range of available options

– may not know what to search 

– if presented with some results may not be able to choose.
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Decisions

� When there are 100.000.000 of options it is obvious we 

need tools for searching, filtering, ranking options

� But even when there are a few dozen of options we 

need support

� Examples

– Where to go for dinner tonight?

– What flight for going to Girona?

– What Digital SLR (single lens reflex) camera should I 

buy?
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Information seeking vs. Information discovery

� Search means to locate a know object in a content repository 

� Discovery means to explore some promising space for 
partially specified or unknown objects

� There are many “search” tools but few discovery 
environments

� Information seeking strategies: “there is no single best 
strategy (process) for finding information” - it depends on:

– The nature of the information the user is seeking (flight, 
therapy guideline, …)

– The nature and the structure of the content repository 
(text, rdbms, ontology, …)

– The user familiarity with the information (cognitive 
capabilities)

– the terminology used, and the available search tools.
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Non-personalized tools

� A printed catalogue of products, e.g., of books or 

clothes or travels

� A shop window 

� A car exhibition in a cars shop

� A movie finder data base (search by title or actor)

� …
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Personalized tools

� A printed catalogue of products, e.g., of books or clothes or 
travels: 

– THAT SHOWS ONLY THE PRODUCTS THAT YOU’LL LIKE TO 
HAVE

� A shop window: 

– THAT SHOWS IN THE BEST PLACES THE PRODUCTS 
YOU’RE SEARCHING

� A car exhibition in a cars shop: 

– THAT HAVE EXACTLY THE MODELS YOU THOUGH TO BUY

� A movie finder data base (search by title or actor): 

– THAT DOES NOT SHOW THE MOVIES YOU HATE

� …
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Personalization

� “Personalization is the ability to provide content and services 

tailored to individuals based on knowledge about their 

preferences and behavior” [Paul Hagen, Forrester Research, 

1999];

� “Personalization is the capability to customize customer 

communication based on knowledge preferences and 

behaviors at the time of interaction [with the customer]” [Jill 

Dyche, Baseline Consulting, 2002];

� “Personalization is about building customer loyalty by building 

a meaningful one-to-one relationship; by understanding the 

needs of each individual and helping satisfy a goal that 

efficiently and knowledgeably addresses each individual’s 

need in a given context” [Doug Riecken, IBM, 2000].
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Mass customization

� Mass customization refers to the physical modification 

of products and services to make them fit each 

consumer’s needs

� Recommender systems typically do not “adapt” the 

products – they adapt the presentation of the products

� Some recommender systems do adapt the product 

– Dynamic packaging of a travel

– Building a personalized music compilation
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Personalization vs Customization

� Store user information (name, browsing history, login, 

password) – using cookies or server side – avoid 

retyping

� Customization of the web site layout – such as My 

Yahoo

– Static

– Manual

� Unless the personalized page is really the main entry 

point on the web (user keep updated) it tends to be 

easily outdate and stop reflecting user preferences
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Jeff Bezos

� “If I have 3 million customers on 

the Web, I should have 3 million 

stores on the Web”

– Jeff Bezos, CEO of 

Amazon.com

– Degree in Computer Science

– $4.3 billion, ranked no. 147 

in the Forbes list of the 

World's Wealthiest People
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WEB Site Personalization

� Tailoring a web site to individual users' characteristics or 

preferences – without requiring them to ask for it explicitly

� After a user has been “recognized”, the content and the 

presentation delivered after each user request can be 

adapted to the user preferences

� The user model is an internal representation of user's 

preferences, that the web site builds and manages either 

posing explicit requests to the user (forms) or tracking, under 

the scene, the user activity

� Deliver a personal experience of the Web
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Personalization Goals

� Provide the users with what they want or need 

without requiring them to ask explicitly

� Not a fully automated process

� Different approaches require different levels of user 

involvement and human computer interactivity

� Personalization techniques try to leverage all available 

information about users to deliver a personal 

experience

[Anand & Mobasher, 2005]
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Framework for Personalization
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Mixed-Initiative Systems

Recommender Systems

Mass Customization
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Suppliers’ Motivations

� Making interactions faster and easier. Personalization 
increases usability, i.e., how well a web site allows people to 
achieve their goals.

� Increasing customer loyalty. A user should be loyal to a 
web site which, when is visited,  recognizes the old customer 
and treats him as a valuable visitor.

� Increasing likelihood of repeated visits. The longer the 
user interacts with the site, the  more refined his user model 
maintained by the system becomes, and  the more the web 
site can be effectively customized to match user  preferences. 

� Maximize look-to-buy ratio. It turns out to be look-to-book 
ratio in the travel and  tourism industry, which is actually the
essential indicator of personalization objectives in this 
domain.
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Original Definition of RS

� In everyday life we rely on recommendations from 
other people either by word of mouth, recommendation 
letters, movie and book reviews printed in newspapers 
…

� In a typical recommender system people provide 
recommendations as inputs, which the system then 
aggregates and directs to appropriate recipients

– Aggregation of recommendations

– Match the recommendations with those searching for 
recommendations

[Resnick and Varian, 1997]
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Recommender Systems

� A recommender system helps to make choices without 

sufficient personal experience of the alternatives

– To suggest products to their customers

– To provide consumers with information to help them 

decide which products to purchase

� They are based on a number of technologies: information 

filtering, machine learning, adaptive and personalized 

system, user modeling, …

� Not clear separation from Information Retrieval – [Burke, 

2002] claims that is the “individualized” and “interesting 

and useful” features that make the difference.
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Examples

� Some examples found in the Web:

1. Amazon.com – looks in the user past buying history, 

and recommends product bought by a user with similar 

buying behavior

2. Tripadvisor.com - Quoting product reviews of a 

community of users

3. Activebuyersguide.com – make questions about 

searched benefits to reduce the number of candidate 

products

4. Trip.com – make questions and exploits to constraint 

the search (exploit standardized profiles)

5. Smarter Kids – self selection of a user profile –

classification of products in user profiles
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User Tasks

� Annotation in Context: GroupLens – suggest what news are worth reading 
[Resnick et al. 1994]

� Find Good Items: suggest some items as a ranked list [Shardanand and Maes, 
1995] 

� Find all Good Items: all items satisfying some user needs and wants [Ricci et al, 
2002]

� Recommend Sequence: recommending a sequence that is pleasing as a whole 
[Hayes and Cunningham, 2001] [Aguzzoli et al., 2002]

� Recommend a Bundle: suggest a group of products that fits well together [Ricci 
et al, 2002]

� Just Browsing: user find pleasant to browse products’ recommendations

� Find Credible Recommender: users try to change the input (e.g. user profile) 
to find bias in the recommender algorithms 

� Improve Profile: add rates or other user info to “improve” their profile

� Express Self: feel good to contribute to the system performance by adding their 
comments or ratings

� Help Others or Influence Others.

Extended from [Herlocker et al. 2004]
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Prediction and Selection

� Prediction task: a model must be built to predict 

ratings for items not currently rated by the user

– Numeric ratings: regression

– Discrete ratings: classification

� Selection task: a model must be built that selects the 

N most relevant items the user has not already rated

� Selection can be thought to be a post-process of 

prediction – but different evaluation strategies are 

applied
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A Simplified Model of Recommendation

1. Two types of entities: Users and Items

2. A background knowledge: 

� A set of ratings: a map R: Users x Items � [0,1] U {?}

� A set of “features” of the Users and/or Items

3. A method for eliminating all or part of the ‘?’ values for 

some  (user, item) pairs – substituting ‘?’ with the true 

values 

4. A method for selecting the items to recommend

� Recommend to u the item i* such that: 

� i*=arg maxi∈Items {R(u,i)}

[Adomavicius et al., 2005] 
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Other Examples: Personalizing emails

� Travelocity launched its new Bon Voyage e-mail 

service, which offers recipients information about 

events, activities and other details about destinations to 

which they have booked travel (tailored to the date of 

travel). 

� In collaboration with Viator, a global provider of 

destination product - specialized in bringing into the 

travel booking loop products that typically have not 

been available for booking in an automated manner—

theatre tickets, pork air balloon rides, etc. 
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Economic and Social Context

Personalization

User

Knowledge, experience, budget, 
travel party, cognitive capabilities, 
motivations (security, variety, fun, 
etc.), age, language, disabilities

Device/Capabilities

Personal computer, PDA, smart phone, 
phone – payment, movies, broadcast, 
instant messaging, email, position, ecc.

Context 
• pre-travel vs. during travel

• on-the-net, on-the-move, on-the-
tour

• traveling, wandering and visiting

• environment: in the hotel, train, 
car, airplane, at the conference

• Time/Space coordinates

• Business vs FunNeed
• Buy a complete travel package, 

• choose a restaurant,

• collect information on a location, 

• find the route, 

• find the transportation mean

• communicate with other travelers

System behavior and content adaptation
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Conclusions

� A recommender system main task is to choose products 

that are potentially more interesting to the user from a 

large set of options

� Recommender systems support many different tasks

� Recommender systems “personalize” the human-

computer interaction – make the interaction adapted to 

the specific needs and characteristics of the user

� Personalization is a complex topic: many factors and 

there is no theory.
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What Next?

� Lesson 2 - Collaborative-Based Filtering and Evaluation 

of Recommender Systems

� Lesson 3 - Content-Based and Hybrid Methods

� Lesson 4 - Knowledge based recommenders

� Lesson 5 - Conversational Recommender Systems

� Lesson 6 - HCI and recommender Systems

� Lesson 7 - Challenges and Summary
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Questions

� What is exactly a recommender system?

� What are the basic functionality of a recommender system?

� What means to make a recommendation?

� What is the difference between a recommender system and 

an information retrieval system?

� In which sense a recommender system offer a personalized 

service?

� Are recommender systems more focused on information 

seeking or information discovery? 
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GroupLens

Entering rates

Providing 

Recommendations
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Ringo

[Shardanand and Maes, 1995]
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[Ricci et al., 2002]
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SmartRadio

[Hayes and Cunningham, 2004]
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[Ricci et al., 2002]
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Trip.com
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Trip.com
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Trip.com
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